Contrasting Historical and Recent Breakup Styles on the Meade River of Arctic Alaska in the Context of a Warming Climate
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ABSTRACT

Although data for temporal spring river ice breakup are available for a number of Arctic rivers, there is a paucity of information related to the type of breakup. The Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA) of 2005 predicted a transition from mechanical to thermal spring breakup of ice cover on arctic rivers, with this shift being greatest in exclusively Arctic watersheds where observed warming is most pronounced. We describe a rare instance of an entirely Arctic river with limited but well documented historical and recent data regarding the type of breakup. Time-series ground imagery of spring breakup from 1966, 1975, 1978, 2009, 2010 and 2012, in combination with interviews of local inhabitants, documents a shift from predominantly mechanical to predominantly thermal breakup after spring 1978 and by spring 2009 within the context of a locally and regionally warming Arctic. The resultant shift from predominantly mechanical to predominantly thermal breakup is predicted to result in significant changes to water, sediment, nutrient and organic carbon fluxes, as well as riparian ecology and human activities.
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1. Introduction

Spring breakup of arctic river ice typically occurs during the spring thaw and represents the most important hydrological event of the year in terms of freshwater, nutrient and sediment fluxes [1-4]. Spring breakup of surface river ice usually falls between two end members, mechanical and thermal [5]. Mechanical breakup consists of fracturing of the river’s winter ice cover of the river and the transport of ice blocks downstream either continuously or intermittently via the formation and destruction of a series of ice jams. Mechanical breakup is usually relatively sudden and may be due to thaw and/or runoff in the headwaters of the river that increases the river’s stage. The rising waters float and fracture downstream regions of ice cover. Abundant ice blocks associated with mechanical breakup often form ice jams that flood the adjacent riverbanks until the jam fails and the effects cascade further downstream [4]. Mechanical breakup has been common on north-flowing rivers in the Arctic because their headwaters often experience earlier thaw and runoff or rainfall while their more northerly downstream reaches are still ice covered [5]. In contrast, thermal breakup consists of gradual melting and thinning of the river ice cover due to warmer air temperatures
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above and/or warmer water temperatures below, dislodgement of the relatively thinner ice cover, fewer and weaker ice jams, less catastrophic ice jam failure, reduced scour and sediment and nutrient fluxes and a generally less destructive hydrologic regime [6-8].

2. River Breakup in a Warming Arctic

2.1. Previous Observations on Arctic River Breakup

A general warming trend throughout the Arctic for the last several decades has been cited as a reason for earlier breakup of river ice in Siberia [9] and northern Canada [10] with good agreement between ground and space-based observations [11]. River breakup dates have advanced approximately 5.8 days per 100 years since 1846 with an increase in interannual variability since 1950 [12]. Smith [9] alluded to a potential trend from mechanical to thermal breakup on Siberian river between 1917 and 1994. Against this background of changing date and perhaps type of breakup, Peterson et al. found an increase in the discharge of arctic rivers to the Arctic Ocean of 7% between 1936 and 1999 that could, in combination with Greenland ice cap melting, inhibit the formation of North Atlantic Deep Water and thermohaline ocean circulation [13].

2.2. Predictions Regarding Arctic River Breakup in a Warming Climate

The Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA) of 2005 [14] predicted a transition from mechanical to thermal spring breakup of ice cover on arctic rivers with increasing mean annual surface temperatures and significant changes to water, sediment, nutrient and organic carbon fluxes, riparian ecology and human activities. The ACIA also noted that available documentation of past changes was largely limited to simple observations of the timing of freeze-up and breakup. In addition, ACIA predicted that such changes would be greatest in exclusively arctic watersheds where observed warming is greatest. These predictions and their importance were reemphasized in the Snow, Water, Ice and Permafrost in the Arctic (SWIPA) report of 2011 [15]. Here we present evidence that this predicted shift from mechanical to thermal breakup is indeed occurring on at least one entirely arctic, south-to-north flowing river.

3. Method and Rationale

Although long-term records of river ice phenology and short-term process-based studies have certainly been conducted for parts of the subarctic [5] and for major rivers that flow from the subarctic to the Arctic [5,9], few data exist regarding the type of breakup (mechanical vs. thermal) on rivers with watersheds entirely within the Arctic Circle [14]. One rare exception is the time-series photographic study of the process of river ice breakup at Atqasuk on the Meade River (Kuulugruaq) of arctic Alaska during the spring of 1966 [16] (Figure 1).

In order to examine the process of spring breakup on the Meade River at Atqasuk on the central North Slope of Alaska (Figure 2) in the context of the 1966 study as well as interviews with local inhabitants that described a much more violent mechanical process of spring river breakup in the past [17], we established an automated camera system approximately 1.6 km north (downstream) of the 1966 study site that successfully captured time-series ground imagery of spring breakup of 2009 [18] for comparison.

4. Results

The spring 2009 ground imagery showed a breakup process much closer to the thermal end member than the mechanical end member for river breakup as described by Beltaos [5,18]. Here we present new time-series ground imagery for 2010 and 2012 and a statistical analysis of long-term meteorological data for the Atqasuk, Alaska region that indicate a contrast between
predominantly mechanical breakup in the 1940s through 1970s (Figure 3) and predominantly thermal breakup since 2009 (Figure 4) on this entirely arctic river in the context of a locally and regionally warming Arctic. Breakup may also be occurring somewhat earlier (Figures 3 and 4).

The earliest published account of spring breakup on the Meade River is from 1946 [19] when the US Navy lost 2 caches of petroleum exploration supplies during spring breakup at what is now Atqasuk due to the river rising 4.8 meters above normal river level [19] as a result of ice jams. Ground images from 1966, 1975, and 1978 indicate predominantly mechanical breakup until at least 1978 (Figure 3). Ground images from 2009, 2010, and 2012 indicate predominantly thermal breakup since at
least 2009 (Figure 4) that corresponds to increasing average May surface air temperatures (Figure 5).

Local inhabitants also assert that breakup of the Meade River at Atqasuk has been predominantly of the thermal type (no major ice jams or ice jam related floods) for the last five to six years (since approximately 2006).

The ACIA prediction for a transition from mechanical to thermal breakup on arctic rivers is predicated on increasing spring temperatures [14] resulting in a longer “onset” (of melting) phase of breakup [5]. Indeed, average May surface air temperature measurements for Atqasuk from the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and NSF Circumpolar Active Layer Monitoring (CALM) meteorological station at Atqasuk show warming over the period from 1999-2011 (Figure 5).

Although there are no continuous or even nearly continuous meteorological measurements for the Meade River at Atqasuk before 1999, spatially averaged historical temperature data in the form of the NOAA NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis [20] results for 70 N, 157 W (53 km SSE of Atqasuk) show warming of approximately 2°C for the period of 1948-2012 and approximately 1.5°C for the period of 1966-2012 (Figure 5).

Statistical tests of 1948-2012 NOAA NCEP/NCAR May mean temperature data show that the data are not perfectly normally distributed with a skewness of 0.124 and a kurtosis of −0.076. We began with a traditional non-parametric Spearman’s R correlation test of time vs. temperature accordingly. The test resulted in a p value of 0.008 and a Spearman’s R statistic of 0.326 with 63 degrees of freedom. This test indicated that the time to temperature correlation was statistically significant.

We then applied a more rigorous Mann-Kendall two-tailed time-series test [20] to the NOAA NCEP/NCAR data [21]. The resulting alpha value was 0.01. The more rigorous Mann-Kendall test also indicates that the relationship is statistically significant. We conclude that warming from 1948 to 2012 near Atqasuk based on the NOAA NCEP/NCAR May mean temperature is statistically significant. The same test applied to 1966 to 2012 NOAA NCEP/NCAR May mean temperature results in an alpha value of 0.09 that is less than significant but just barely so. Similar tests on the more recent NRCS/CALM 1999-2011 [22] May mean temperature data show strong positive slopes but are not statistically significant due to the short record and high interannual variability.

The NOAA NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data show that May 1966 may have been anomalously cold although mechanical breakup was not unique to that year. T. May photographed spring breakup on the Meade River at Atqasuk (Figure 3(a)) on 13 June 1975 and documented severe ice jamming that is typically associated with mechanical breakup [23]. Jones (1977) noted that spring 1977 breakup flooding on the Colville and Meade Rivers was significantly increased by the presence of ice jams [24]. Similarly, Sloan (1978) described and photographed an ice jam on June 7, 1978 which “increased the stage and caused local overbank flow” [25]. The NOAA NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data show that May 1975, 1977, and 1978 were also cold, although not as cold as May 1966. We conclude that mechanical breakup was not uncommon in the 1960 s and 1970 s and corresponded with May mean temperatures that were generally colder than 2009-2012 (Figures 5 and 6).

Mean daily surface air temperatures for the Atqasuk area collected as part of the NSF Circumarctic Lake Observing Network (CALON) [20] at a location 16 km east of Atqasuk (named ATQ Lakes) for the last four years (2009-2012) all show marked seasonal warming between 10 and 20 May of each year (Figure 6).

Mean daily air temperatures fluctuated above and below the freezing threshold during the last two weeks of May 2009, 2011 and 2012 resulting in the extended “onset” phase [5] of breakup in 2009, 2010 and 2012 predicted by Prowse, Beltaos, ACIA and SWIPA [4,14,15] as documented by our time-series ground imagery [18]. We do not have imagery from spring 2011. The ACIA and SWIPA also predict a decreasing south to north surface air temperature gradient. Although we lack continuous historical measured meteorological data for sites...
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Figure 6. (a) Mean daily air temperature (°C) data from the NSF CALON project for a site 16 km east of Atqasuk (ATQ lakes). (b) Mean daily air temperature data for a site 63 km SE of Atqasuk (RDC). Both sites warmed rapidly in mid-May of 2009-2012 and 2011-2012 respectively.

in the northern Brooks Range south of Atqasuk, we have recently established a meteorological station named Reindeer Camp (RDC) at a location 63 km SE of Atqasuk in the northern foothills of the Brooks Range (Figure 6).

Hourly air temperature data for ATQ and RDC show little if any south to north temperature gradient during spring breakup (Figure 7(a)) until later in June, presumably due to greater midsummer cloudiness in the foothills to the south as shown by lower solar radiation at the RDC site during the summer (Figure 7(b)) [22,23, 26].

Despite the lack of spring contrast in air temperature between ATQ and areas to the south, marked differences in spring surface air temperature persist between Atqasuk and points further north on the arctic coast due to the maritime effect of the Arctic Ocean [26,27] although that gradient appears to be decreasing slightly as predicted [26,27].

Figure 7. (a) Hourly air temperature (°C) and (b) Mean hourly solar radiation (W/m²) for sites 16 km east (ATQ) and 63 km SE (RDC) of Atqasuk show minimal south to north air temperature gradients during May spring breakup of 2011 and 2012 from the NSF CALON project. Summer (winter) air temperatures are warmer (colder) at ATQ relative to RDC. Summer solar radiation is greater at ATQ, presumably due to summer cloud cover to the south in the foothills of the Brooks Range.

5. Discussion

Although there is a stream gage with a water and air temperature logger on the Meade River at Atqasuk, its data are listed as provisional and not for scientific use due to the difficulty of maintaining it at this remote site. A review of the last few years of gage data in the context of our time-series ground imagery and DOE and NSF meteorological data sets indicates that this caution is
warranted. These gage data are not suitable for reconstructing either the timing or type of breakup.

Searches of the USGS Landsat and NASA ASTER archives for the Meade River watershed upstream of Atqasuk in order to reveal a historical record of the timing of breakup revealed too few cloud free images to create a meaningful record between 1966 and 2012.

Searches of the NASA MODIS archive revealed enough cloud-free images to determine the degree of snow melt in the upper Meade River watershed, but the spatial resolution of MODIS is not sufficient to determine the timing of breakup much less the type of breakup on a river that is 50 - 150 meters wide in most places.

A larger number of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images are available that differentiate floating and grounded ice reasonably well [28]. It may be possible to recognize mechanical breakup on SAR images due to high backscatter but it is difficult to differentiate between low backscatter thermal breakup and subsequent low backscatter ice free conditions. Therefore, if we had access to continuous high spatial resolution SAR imagery (we do not) we could probably recognize and reconstruct the timing of predominantly mechanical breakup events but it would be difficult to reconstruct the end of predominantly thermal breakup events. We are currently working with the USGS and BLM to expand the number of time-series ground imagery stations on arctic rivers in northern Alaska in order to determine if the observed shift from predominantly mechanical to predominantly thermal breakup on the Meade River is a long-term trend.

Warming is a necessary precondition for the predicted transition from mechanical to thermal breakup [6,7,14,15]. All available meteorological data support overall warming at Atqasuk over the last decade as well as the last 46 years. There are no published data regarding the type of breakup after 1978 and before 2009, but observations by local inhabitants support a recent shift from predominantly mechanical to predominantly thermal breakup on the entire arctic Meade River at Atqasuk for the last “five to six years”, probably after spring 2006. Although the timing of the shift is somewhat uncertain and the details of the process are as yet unknown, we can say with certainty that spring breakup in 2009, 2010 and 2012 was predominantly of the thermal type and contrasts strongly with the type of breakup documented in 1946, 1966, 1975, 1977 and 1978 [16,18] as predicted by the authors of the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment of 2005.

6. Conclusions

This apparent shift in type of breakup on the Meade River is coincident with a locally as well as regionally warming Arctic [14], the six lowest minimum arctic sea ice extents since 1979 (2007-2012) [29,30], record high permafrost temperatures in northern Alaska (2008-2012) [31], rapid thinning of lake ice in northern Alaska since 2003 [32], and record low May and June snow cover extents in the North American Arctic for three of the last five years (2007-2012) [33]. Profound changes to arctic hydrologic, ecological and socio-economic systems are expected if this apparent shift in the type of arctic river breakup continues and expands [34].

Observations of other North Slope Rivers such as the Colville at Umiat by the BLM, USGS and the authors indicate that breakup on those rivers is still predominantly mechanical. We suspect that the relatively small size and south-north flow of the Meade River simplify its hydrology and allow it to display thermal breakup more easily. Continued observations of the type of breakup on arctic rivers will be necessary to determine if the Meade River is merely an outlier or the harbinger of a consistent and long-term trend.
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